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Commas (Basic) 
 

1. My bulldog, Kevin, has dog braces for his crooked teeth. 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. bulldog Kevin, has dog braces, for  

C. bulldog Kevin has dog braces, for 

D. bulldog, Kevin has dog braces for  

 

2. I take him to see an orthodontic specialist Dr. Kay Nine. 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. orthodontic, specialist Dr. Kay Nine. 

C. orthodontic specialist Dr. Kay, Nine. 

D. orthodontic specialist, Dr. Kay Nine. 

 

3. I love Kevin so much but sometimes he is really naughty and stirs up trouble. 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. love Kevin so much, but sometimes  

C. love, Kevin, so much, but sometimes  

D. love Kevin so much, but, sometimes, 

 

4. When I leave the house for work, Kevin, throws parties and shares his pictures on Instagram, 

Facebook, and Snapchat. 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. work, Kevin throws parties and shares  

C. work Kevin throws parties and shares  

D. work, Kevin throws parties, and shares  

 

5. Kevin doesn’t know that I the owner of his party pad can see the pictures that he posts. 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. that, I the owner of his party pad, can  

C. that I, the owner of his party pad, can 

D. that, I, the owner of his party pad, can  

 

6. I tell my boss Leonard, that I have to go home due to Kevin’s party issues. 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. boss, Leonard, that  

C. boss, Leonard that  

D. boss Leonard that 

 

7. Leonard is not too pleased about it, given that we are having a very busy week at work. 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. pleased, about it, given 

C. pleased, about it given  

D. pleased about it given  

 

 



 
 

8. Upon returning home I notice that the meatloaf Doritos and four loaves of bread are missing. 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. home I notice that the meatloaf, Doritos, and four loaves of bread  

C. home, I notice that the meatloaf Doritos and four loaves of bread,  

D. home, I notice that the meatloaf, Doritos, and four loaves of bread  

 

9. Kevin has orange, pointy Doritos stuck in his dog braces. 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. orange, pointy Doritos, stuck  

C. orange pointy Doritos, stuck  

D. orange pointy Doritos stuck 

 

10. On his way to go, down the hall, to the bathroom, he had left a trail of Dorito crumbs in 

his wake. 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. go down the hall 

C. go down the hall, 

D. go, down the hall 

 

11. Dr. Kay Nine, who has had to fix Kevin’s braces before is not happy about Kevin’s 

Doritos consumption. 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. Kay Nine who has had to fix Kevin’s braces before is not happy  

C. Kay Nine, who has had to fix Kevin’s braces before, is not happy  

D. Kay, Nine, who has had to fix Kevin’s braces before is not happy,  

 

12. Kevin’s braces, made out of pure gold and created specifically to match his uneven 

bulldog face, are extremely difficult to adjust. 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. braces made out of pure gold  

C. braces, made out of pure gold,  

D. braces made out of pure gold,  

 

13. Dr. Kay Nine said that Kevin will be happier, healthier and less destructive if he is more 

closely observed so I have installed an Alexa refrigerator to keep watch on him. 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. happier, healthier and less destructive if he is more closely observed, so  

C. happier, healthier, and less destructive if he is more closely observed, so  

D. happier healthier and less destructive if he is more closely observed so  

 

14. I am going to put the meatloaf on a higher shelf and keep the bread on the top of the 

fridge, from now on. 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. shelf, and keep the bread on the top of the fridge, from  

C. shelf and, keep the bread on the top of the fridge. from  

D. shelf and keep the bread on the top of the fridge from  


